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Abstract

In this paper, we address exploratory analysis of textual data streams and we
propose a bootstrapping process based on a combination of keyword similarity
and clustering techniques to: i) classify documents into fine-grained similarity
clusters, based on keyword commonalities; ii) aggregate similar clusters into
larger document collections sharing a richer, more user-prominent keyword set
that we call topic; iii) assimilate newly extracted topics of current bootstrap-
ping cycle with existing topics resulting from previous bootstrapping cycles, by
linking similar topics of different time periods, if any, to highlight topic trends
and evolution. An analysis framework is also defined enabling the topic-based
exploration of the underlying textual data stream according to a thematic per-
spective and a temporal perspective. The bootstrapping process is evaluated on
a real data stream of about 330.000 newspaper articles about politics published
by the New York Times from Jan 1st 1900 to Dec 31st 2015.

Keywords: Clustering, Textual Data Stream, Exploratory Analysis, Topic
Evolution, Detection of Emergent Topics

1. Introduction

In many information repositories available over the Internet (e.g., web sites,
newsgroups, blogs, social networks, forums), data are accessible as a continu-
ous stream of textual information. The web is continuously updated with new
pages, we continuously receive new emails, our Twitter timeline, Facebook pro-
file, or blog is continuously updated with new posts. Users frequently consult
their favorite information sources, either for seeking news from newspapers or
for staying informed about friends postings on the social media. Available data
are not only big and rich, but also dynamic, and the capability to deal with time
becomes a crucial requirement for the analysis of this continuous flow of infor-
mation [1, 2]. On the one side, users need to perform a thematic, exploratory
analysis of the underlying document flow, driven by representative, significant
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topics extracted from the information flow itself [3, 4]. On the other side, fea-
turing topics must be correctly located in the timeline, to easily get fresh and
emergent topics and to study and understand topic evolution along time [5, 6].
Classification and analysis techniques are thus required capable of working in
an incremental fashion on textual data streams in order to discover new topics
as long as they emerge from incoming documents, and to capture their degree
of specificity and popularity with respect to the time period of the documents
they refer to.

In this paper, we envisage the exploratory analysis of textual data streams
as a continuous bootstrapping process, where each bootstrapping cycle works on
an incoming document chunk of the stream related to a fixed-size time window.
Each incoming document is acquired and indexed to extract a representative
keyword-set from its textual content to be used for bootstrapping. The pro-
posed bootstrapping process is based on a combination of keyword similarity
and clustering techniques to: i) classify documents into fine-grained similarity
clusters, based on keyword commonalities; ii) aggregate similar clusters into
larger document collections sharing a richer, more user-prominent keyword set
that we call topic; iii) assimilate newly extracted topics of current bootstrap-
ping cycle with existing topics resulting from previous bootstrapping cycles, by
linking similar topics of different time windows, if any, to highlight topic trends
and evolution. An analysis framework is also defined enabling the topic-based
exploration of the underlying textual data stream according to a thematic per-
spective and a temporal perspective. Given a topic of interest T produced in a
time windowW , the thematic analysis perspective focuses onW and exploits the
topic keywords to perform an “in-depth analysis” of T and its related document
collection, by highlighting the most prominent/ highly-correlated keywords of T
and, possibly, of other topics T ′ in the same W . The temporal analysis perspec-
tive reconstructs the trend of T by showing how the keyword-set of T evolves
in time, to capture the “variants” and “invariants” keyword portions as well as
the level of popularity and specificity of T in the different time periods of the
trend. Temporal analysis is also useful to discriminate between different kinds
of topics, such as persistent topics, which are always present in the document
flow, with some modifications of keyword-set across different periods of time
to reflect the variations of the arguments/perspectives in the underlying doc-
uments, and spot topics, which are bound to a limited and well defined time
period. The proposed bootstrapping process is evaluated on a real data stream
of about 330.000 newspaper articles about politics published by the New York
Times from Jan 1st 1900 to Dec 31st 2015.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work.
In Section 3, we introduce the proposed approach for exploratory analysis of tex-
tual data streams. In Section 4, 5, and 6, we describe the document clustering
task, the topic discovery task, and the topic assimilation task, respectively. In
Section 7, we discuss the analysis framework and the operators for enabling the-
matic and temporal topic analysis and exploration as well as application issues
of our approach. Experimental evaluation is presented in Section 8. Finally,
Section 9 provides our concluding remarks.
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2. Related work

Work related to the exploratory analysis of textual data streams falls in three
main categories, namely Text Stream Classification (TSC), Topic Detection and
Tracking (TDT), and Topic Modeling (TM).

In the following, contributions of each category will be classified according
to the following criteria: Topic Discovery, to denote the technique used for
topic recognition; Topic Assignment, to denote whether a document is assigned
to only one topic, i.e., hard assignment, or to more than one topic, i.e., soft
assignment; Document Modeling, to denote whether the approach models single-
topic documents, or multi-topic documents; Stream Management, to denote
whether approaches exploit a time window for discretizing the textual data
stream or whether they produce a unique topic set which is updated along
time; Experimentation Dataset, to denote the main dataset used for evaluation
purposes; Topic Tracking, to denote, when applicable, the kind of technique
employed for topic tracking, by distinguishing between techniques based on the
structure and contents of topics and techniques based on the terminology used
in topic labels.

In Sections 2.1 to 2.3, we first survey the related work of each category by
also providing the classification of our approach in the righthand side of each
summary table; then we provide a comprehensive description of the original
contribution of our work in Section 2.4.

2.1. Text stream classification

The aim of text stream classification is to study the stream clustering prob-
lem for evolving data sets, by examining the behavior of document clusters over
different time horizons. A summary of contributions in this field is shown in
Table 1. A common characteristic of these approaches is to extend hard clus-

Table 1: Summary of contributions on TSC
Reference Aggarwal Ghosh Liu Zhong Our

et al. [1] et al. [7] et al. [8] [9] approach
Topic
Discovery

Clustering Clustering Clustering Clustering Clustering

Topic
Assignment

Hard Hard Hard Hard Soft

Document
Modeling

Single-topic Multi-topic Single-topic Single-topic Multi-topic

Stream
Mgmt.

Discretized Continuous Continuous Discretized Discretized

Experim.
Dataset

Yahoo! Facebook 20ng-news 20ng-news NYT

Topic
Tracking

Cluster Terminology - - Terminology

tering algorithms to the problem of efficiently processing dynamic text data
streams in order to classify documents into topics. Document models are usu-
ally single-topic because the aim of these approaches is to discover the most
prominent topic within each document for classification purposes. An excep-
tion is [7], where the authors deal with Facebook conversations by modeling
their multi-topic nature through a fuzzy model and subsequently classifying
them through hard spectral clustering. Concerning the stream management, a
fundamental distinction is between discretized approaches that extract different
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sets of topics for different time periods [1, 9], usually exploiting a time window,
and continuous approaches that produce a unique topic set that changes along
time [7, 8]. Only [1, 7] address the problem of tracking the evolution of topics
in time, although not providing a notion of topic trend. In [1] topic tracking is
based on the analysis of cluster contents and size, while in [7] topic tracking is
based on the analysis of term frequency.

2.2. Topic detection and tracking

The goal of topic detection and tracking (TDT) is to recognize events/stories
in a stream of information usually based on broadcast news [10]. Representative
TDT works are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of contributions on TDT
Reference Nguyen Gaul Kaleel AlSumait Our

et al. [11] et al. [5] et al. [4] et al. [6] approach
Topic
Discovery

- Clustering Clustering Modeling Clustering

Topic
Assignment

- Hard Hard Soft Soft

Document
Modeling

Multi-topic Single-topic Single-topic Multi-topic Multi-topic

Stream
Mgmt.

Discretized Discretized Discretized Continuous Discretized

Experim.
Dataset

Patents Der Spiegel Twitter Reuters NYT

Topic
Tracking

Terminology Cluster Cluster Terminology Terminology

TDT approaches are mainly characterized by the use of hard clustering al-
gorithms [4, 5] for topic detection. Sometimes, the use of soft-clustering algo-
rithms is also proposed, especially when multi-topic documents are considered
(e.g., newswire and multimedia contents), while in other cases [11] topics are
tracked by working directly on document terminology rather than on document
clusters (further examples are provided in [2, 12]). In [6], an online extension
of LDA is presented based on the incremental update of an initial classification
model, rather than on multiple window-based models. In TDT, topic tracking,
also known as trend discovery, is enforced by calculating the degree of similar-
ity among clusters emerged in different time instants/windows, so that trends
can be tracked by observing size changes on similar clusters (i.e., cluster-based
approaches) [4, 5, 13]. As an alternative solution, topic tracking can be en-
forced by observing changes on term frequencies over time (i.e., term-based
approaches) [6, 11].

2.3. Topic modeling

Several contributions have been provided in the category of topic modeling,
starting from Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [14] back in the ’90s to more
recent Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] in the 2000s. A summary of main
topic modeling-based approaches for topic discovery in textual data streams is
given in Table 3. We recall that topic modeling are based on the idea that
topics are latent variables that explain the distribution of words in documents
and provide statistical techniques for finding the most representative variables
given the data. For this reason all the contributions provide soft assignment
of documents to topics. In [16], a solution for efficiently inferring topic models
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Table 3: Summary of contributions on topic modeling
Reference Yao Hong Hoffmann Wang Our

et al. [16] et al. [17] et al. [18] et al. [3] approach
Topic
Discovery

Modeling Modeling Modeling Modeling Clustering

Topic
Assignment

Soft Soft Soft Soft Soft

Document
Modeling

Multi-topic Single-topic Multi-topic Multi-topic Multi-topic

Stream
Mgmt.

Discretized Discretized Continuous Continuous Discretized

Experim.
Dataset

Pubmed Twitter Wikipedia NIPS Conf. NYT

Topic
Tracking

- Terminology - - Terminology

from document streams is proposed. The proposed method generates a unique
topic model for the whole data stream, by updating the topics according to the
new documents acquired in subsequent time windows. A similar work has been
proposed also in [18], where an online learning algorithm for LDA is described.
Also in this case, the algorithm works incrementally, but the topics are not
forced to be specifically derived from a given time window. In [17], a model
is proposed to extend topic models by allowing each text stream to have local
topics and shared topics. It is also the only approach that addresses the goal of
tracking topic evolution. A similar approach, called TOT (Topics Over Time),
but not based on a discretization of time intervals, is presented in [3].

2.4. Contribution of our work

With respect to the related work previously discussed, our approach provides
a single, comprehensive solution where the peculiar features of topic modeling
techniques (i.e., soft-assignment of documents to topics and topic labeling) are
combined with topic tracking and trend modeling functionalities that are typical
of TDT approaches. The main contribution of our approach can be summarized
as follows:

1. Capability of modeling multi-topic documents in the clustering process.
We propose a bootstrapping process based on clustering techniques with
specific extensions to enforce soft-assignment of documents to clusters in
order to model multi-topic documents in textual data streams. This is
motivated by the fact that, in our work, topic discovery is finalized to
exploratory analysis rather than to document classification. This is a
distinguishing feature with respect to related work on text classification
and TDT which are generally based on hard clustering techniques and
finalized to document classification.

2. Capability of automatically labeling topics out of clustered documents. We
propose clustering techniques where topic labels are derived in an auto-
mated way from cluster contents, since labeling is intrinsically part of the
clustering process itself. This is a further distinguishing feature of our
work in that cluster labeling in related work approaches usually requires
an additional processing step for analyzing the contents of the created
clusters.

3. Capability of deriving topic trends based on terminological similarity tech-
niques for topic matching. We propose techniques based on similarity
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and specificity metrics for matching and linking similar topics of different
bootstrapping cycles, to highlight topic trends and evolution. Topic track-
ing is poorly addressed by topic modeling and text stream classification
approaches, while it is more studied in the topic detection and tracking
field. In this respect, we observe that our approach can be classified as
terminology-based, and it has been conceived to produce topic links for
enabling trend exploration and topic evolution along time.

3. Bootstrapping process of textual data streams

We call textual data stream S = 〈(d0, t0), (d1, t1), . . .〉 a continuous flow of
documents coming from one or more considered documental datasources, where
the pair (dj , tj) denotes that the incoming document dj is acquired at time tj .
We call time window Wi a time interval of fixed size δ starting at time ti.

The proposed approach on exploratory analysis of textual data streams is
characterized by the execution of a new, independent bootstrapping cycle Bi for
each time window Wi. Each Bi is in charge of processing a document chunk
Di, that is the portion of the data stream S containing the documents incoming
in Wi, namely Di = {dj | j ∈ [i, i+ δ]} (Figure 1).

d...

ti-1ti-2ti-3ti-4ti-5ti-6t...

ddddd d

ti+4ti+3ti+2ti+1ti

dddd

TIME WINDOW (Wi)TIME WINDOW (Wi-1)

BOOTSTRAPPING CYCLE (Bi)

A

BC

DATA
STREAM

REPOSITORY

A: document clustering
B: topic discovery
C: topic assimilation

T1

run, political campaign, 
hillary clinton, 
white house, ...

T45

attack, voter, clinton, 
political campaign, 
hampshire

K45 = K45  ∩ K1  = 
= {clinton, political campaign}T125

clinton, center, 
museum, american, ...

K125 = K125  ∩ K45  =
= {clinton}

T262 ...

clinton, bill clinton, ...

K262 = K262  ∩ K...  = 
= {clinton}

1990-1995 ... 2000-2005 2005-2010 2010-2015

T71

government, president, iran, sanction, 
white house, south korea, ...

K71 = K71  ∩ K1  = 
= {white house}T148

rwanda, liberia, 
white house, democracy, ...

K148 = K148  ∩ K71  = 
= {white house}

...T297

1970-1975 ...

...T497...

...

president, 
white house,
democrat, ...

K297 = K297  ∩ K...  = 
= {white house}

recession, 
white house,
popularity, deficit,
nixon, ...

K497 = K497  ∩ K...  = 
= {white house}

TEXTUAL DATA STREAM (S)

TOPIC EXPLORATION

ti+5 ti+6 t...

d d ...

TIME WINDOW (Wi+1)

Figure 1: Bootstrapping of a textual data stream

For each document dj ∈ Di, the acquired textual content (e.g., the text of a
tweet, the title and the abstract of a PDF document, the content of a web page)
is stored in a Data Stream Repository along with the corresponding timestamp
tj . Each document dj ∈ Di is then associated with a keyword set Kdj extracted
through the execution of a conventional text tokenization and normalization
procedure1.

1Conventional techniques are applied in the procedure, such as elision removal, lower case
normalization, stop-word removal, and compound-term detection [19]).
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A bootstrapping cycle Bi is triggered at the Wi times window and it con-
sists in the sequential execution of three tasks called document clustering, topic
discovery, and topic assimilation.

A. Document clustering. For the time windowWi, the corresponding docu-
ment chunk Di is submitted to a clustering procedure aimed at categorizing the
acquired documents into clusters based on the similarity of their corresponding
keyword sets. The goal is to generate a set of clusters Ci, where each document
cluster clk ∈ Ci is usually small in size and densely-cohesive, meaning that a doc-
ument contained in clk is pairwise similar to most of the other cluster elements
and few keywords are enough to effectively describe the entire cluster contents
since they are common to all the documents in the cluster (see Section 4).

B. Topic discovery. This task consists in applying a second round of clus-
tering to the set of document clusters Ci to build a topic-based view of the
underlying document chunk which is more prominent for the final user than Ci.
The goal is to generate a set of topics Ti, where each topic Th ∈ Ti is usually
large in size and aggregates similar clusters into larger document collections
sharing a richer, more effective keyword set (see Section 5).

C. Topic assimilation. Topic assimilation has the goal to correctly link newly-
emerged topics (i.e., topics discovered in the current bootstrapping cycle Bi)
with topics discovered in the previous bootstrapping cycle Bi−1. A new topic
is linked with an existing one when it is recognized to be similar based on their
keyword sets. Topic assimilation operations are defined on linked topics to rec-
ognize either a positive trend when the relevance of the newly-emerged topic
increases, or a negative trend when its relevance decreases (see Section 6).

Example. As running and evaluation dataset, we consider a textual data
stream called NYT composed of about 330.000 newspaper articles (i.e., docu-
ments) about politics published by the New York Times from Jan 1st 1900 to
Dec 31st 20152. In particular, we collected about 10 articles per day from 1900
to 2015 and we extracted keywords sets considering the headline and the ab-
stract. A summary view of the NYT stream dataset is shown in Table 4. For
each time window Wi of five years, we provide the number of acquired docu-
ments (i.e., document chunk size) and the corresponding number of extracted
and distinct keywords, respectively.

3.1. Similarity evaluation

The overall bootstrapping cycle is based on the notion of similarity to be
employed first for documents, then for clusters, and finally for topics. All the
three tasks of the bootstrapping cycle work on indexed objects (i.e., documents,
clusters, topics), namely objects associated with a keyword set providing an
essential description of the object content. Given two objects x and y and the
corresponding keyword sets Kx and Ky, we rely on keyword-based similarity

2Articles have been acquired through the New York Times Article Search API v2
(http://developer.nytimes.com/docs/read/article_search_api_v2) by executing the key-
word search politics.
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Table 4: The NYT stream dataset

Period #Docs #keywords #Dist keywords
1900-1905 8756 67668 3758
1905-1910 6331 65192 3858
1910-1915 8378 76311 3911
1915-1920 6528 85714 3909
1920-1925 9798 118967 4320
1925-1930 12865 189300 5036
1930-1935 17804 267567 5385
1935-1940 16510 213417 5197
1940-1945 11816 137708 4646
1945-1950 16290 203164 4905
1950-1955 17400 212803 5181
1955-1960 16905 218045 5180
1960-1965 15994 183195 5118
1965-1970 15722 201906 5440
1970-1975 13486 318664 6257
1975-1980 16757 346788 6550
1980-1985 16963 105820 4785
1985-1990 15967 51523 4042
1990-1995 16476 57993 4037
1995-2000 17186 281375 6434
2000-2005 17982 424841 7205
2005-2010 17615 153832 5745
2010-2015 17952 148572 5565

Total 331481 4130365 12964

measures. In particular, we use the Jaccard index [20] which returns a similarity
coefficient σ(Kx,Ky) ∈ [0, 1] proportional to the number of common keywords
computed as follows:

σ(Kx,Ky) =
| Kx ∩Ky |
| Kx ∪Ky |

Example. Consider the following keyword sets Kd295 and Kd432 associated with
the corresponding documents d295 and d432 acquired in the time windowW2010:

Kd295 = {collins column, hillary, hillary clinton, history, presidential election,
winning}

Kd432 = {hillary, hillary clinton, politics, presidential election, talk, today}

According to the Jaccard coefficient σ(Kd295 ,Kd432) = 3/9 = 0.33.

4. Document clustering task

This task has the goal to move from a basic level where objects are inde-
pendent documents towards an intermediate level where objects are clusters of
similar documents. To this end, document clusters are generated by grouping
the documents in the chunk Di according to their Jaccard degree of similarity.
Document clustering is performed using the HCf+ algorithm, a feature-based
clustering algorithm which extends the hierarchical algorithm of agglomera-
tive type [21]. The Jaccard similarity coefficient σd(Kdx ,Kdy ) is computed
for each pair of documents dx, dy ∈ Di based on the corresponding keyword
sets Kdx and Kdy , respectively. Results are stored in a similarity matrix σMi,
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where an entry σMi[x, y] corresponds to the similarity coefficient σd(Kdx ,Kdy )
of Kdx and Kdy . Moreover, a keyword matrix κMi is created, where an entry
κMi[x, y] = Kdx ∩Kdy represents the set of common keywords that concurred
to determine the Jaccard similarity σd(Kdx ,Kdy ) of the documents dx and dy.
As a difference with the classical hierarchical clustering algorithm, HCf+ is
capable to support overlapping clusters (i.e., soft clustering). This means that
a document dx can be placed in two clusters cla and clb due to the fact that dx
can be similar to the documents of cla and clb for different common keywords.

In HCf+, clusters are obtained through iterative merging operations over
documents based on the similarity matrix σMi and the keyword matrix κMi.
Initially, the two documents dx, dy ∈ Di (with x 6= y) having the highest
similarity coefficient in σMi are selected and merged in a cluster clk with
Kclk = κMi[x, y] and Dclk = {dx, dy}. A new line and column of order k
are inserted in both σMi and κMi for the cluster clk. The entry σMi[z, k] and
κMi[z, k] are then computed to determine the similarity coefficient and the set
of common keywords between the new cluster clk and each entry z of σMi and
κMi, respectively. σMi[z, k] is set to zero when κMi[z, k] = ∅. Two documents
are candidate/considered for merging in HCf+ only if they have a non-empty set
of common keywords in κMi. A clearing stage over the σMi matrix is performed
to remove all those entries that are irrelevant for further merge operations. An
entry σMi[x, k] is irrelevant when the corresponding set of common keywords
κMi[x, k] is a subset of κMi[x, y], meaning that the cluster clk originated by
merging dx, dy already considers the keywords in κMi[x, k]. Analogously, the
entry σMi[k, y] can be irrelevant and thus cleared from the matrix σMi. HC

f+

terminates when the dimension of σMi is 1. A detailed description of the HCf+

algorithm is provided in [21].
The result of the document clustering task is a cluster set Ci where each

cluster clk ∈ Ci, clk = (Kclk , Dclk ,Wi) is constituted by a cluster keyword-set
Kclk , a set of documents Dclk ⊂ Di, and the time window Wi where document
clustering has been executed.

Example. Consider the following keyword sets Kd367 , Kd458 , and Kd552 asso-
ciated with the corresponding documents d367, d458, and d552 acquired in the
time window W2010:

Kd367 = {clinton, head, hillary clinton, israel}
Kd458 = {clinton, hillary clinton, political campaign}
Kd552 = {political campaign, senate}

whose σMi and κMi matrix entries are as follows:

σMi[367, 458] = 0.4 κM [367, 458] = {clinton, hillary clinton}
σMi[367, 552] = 0 κM [367, 552] = {∅}
σMi[458, 552] = 0.25 κM [458, 552] = {political campaign}

Documents d367 and d458 are merged into cl367−458 since σMi[367, 458] is the
highest value in σMi. The cluster cl367−458 is associated with a keyword set
Kcl367−458

= {clinton, hillary clinton} that are the common keywords of Kd367 and
Kd458 . Analogously, documents d458 and d552 are merged into cl458−552 since
σMi[458, 552] is the only remaining non-zero value. The cluster cl458−552 is
associated with a keyword set κcl458−552 = {political campaign}. The resulting
document clusters cl367−458 and cl458−552 are shown in Figure 2.
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cluster cl367−458 (2 documents)
keywords clinton, hillary clinton

documents d367: Hillary Clinton Heads to Israel 2012-11-20 13:46:54
d458: 2016 Campaign Checklist: Hillary Clinton 2014-06-10 19:30:21

cluster cl458−552 (2 documents)
keywords political campaign

documents d458: 2016 Campaign Checklist: Hillary Clinton 2014-06-10 19:30:21
d552: One President, Two Campaign Styles on West Coast Swing 2010-10-23
00:00:00

Figure 2: Example of document clusters cl367−458 and cl458−552

5. Topic discovery task

This task has the goal to move from an intermediate level characterized by
document clusters towards larger document collections (i.e., clusters of docu-
ment clusters) characterized by thematic topics. Topics are extracted by ag-
gregating document clusters of Ci through the execution of a second cluster-
ing stage based on the HCf+ algorithm. Similarity evaluation is performed
over cluster keyword-sets, meaning that the Jaccard cluster-similarity coeffi-
cient σcl(Kclx ,Kcly ) is computed for each pair of clusters clx, cly ∈ Ci based on
their corresponding keyword sets Kclx and Kcly , respectively. Also in this case,
similarity results are stored in a similarity matrix σMi and in a corresponding
keyword matrix κMi. As a difference with the HCf+ execution enforced for
document clustering, an entry κMi[x, y] = Kclx ∪Kcly is generated as the union
of the cluster keyword-sets of clx and cly. This choice is motivated by the need
to provide a rich and exhaustive topic description of the underlying document
collection for subsequent exploratory analysis purposes.

The result of topic discovery task is a set of topic clusters Ti where a topic
cluster (from now on simply topic) Th ∈ Ti is defined as follow:

Definition 1 (Topic). A topic Th = (KTh
, DTh

,Wi) represents a synthetic
view described through a keyword set KTh

of a (usually-large) collection of sim-
ilar documents DTh

(i.e., documents dealing with the same argument) acquired
in the time window Wi.

A topic results from the execution of the HCf+ clustering algorithm and it
is built by grouping the clusters CTh

⊆ Ci found to be similar. In particular,

given n = |CTh
|, the topic keyword-set KTh

=
⋃j=n
j=1 Kclj corresponds to the

union of all the keywords featuring the clusters in CTh
, and DTh

=
⋃j=m
j=1 Dclj

is the union of the documents belonging to the clusters in CTh
.

Example. Consider the six clusters shown in Figures 3 and 4 belonging to a
cluster set C2010 produced as the output of the document clustering task on the
documents of W2010.

By executing the HCf+ clustering algorithm, such clusters originate the
topics T1 and T2, respectively (see Figure 5). In particular, clusters cl14, cl35,
and cl61 are aggregated into the topic T1 about the campaign of Hillary Clinton
for the White House. The clusters cl01, cl32, and cl80 are aggregated into the
topic T2 about the Senate elections. The resulting topics T1 and T2 are shown in
Figure 6 with corresponding documents (i.e., DT1

, DT2
) and topic keyword-sets

(i.e., KT1 , KT2).
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cluster cl61 (3 documents)
keywords run, clinton

documents d927: Clinton Has Plenty of Reasons to Run for President. 2014-06-14
05:30:09
d534: Chelsea Clinton: I Might Run for Office Someday. 2014-04-16 15:26:25
d550: Clinton Hires Campaign Lawyer Ahead of Likely Run. 2015-03-04
19:13:07

cluster cl14 (7 documents)
keywords political campaign, hillary clinton

documents d458: 2016 Campaign Checklist: Hillary Clinton. 2014-06-10 19:30:21
d5405: McConnell Campaigns With an Eye on Clinton. 2014-10-31 12:54:06
d5570: Clinton Campaign Still Aimed at April Start, Supporters Say. 2015-
03-11 12:13:05
. . .

cluster cl35 (4 documents)
keywords white house, clinton

documents d5279: Clinton White House Lawyer Named Top Obama Counsel. 2014-04-
21 15:24:46
d513: The Obamas Hosted the Clintons at the White House. 2013-03-08
12:23:50
. . .

Figure 3: Three clusters of C2010 resulting from the document clustering task on W2010

cluster cl80 (3 documents)
keywords democrat, kansas, senate, ballot

documents d781: Kansas Court: Remove Democrat From Senate Ballot. 2014-09-18
17:40:31
. . .

cluster cl01 (3 documents)
keywords democrat, kansas, senate, court

documents d754: Court Says Kansas Democrats Don’t Have to Run Senate Candidate.
2014-10-01 15:12:30
. . .

cluster cl32 (3 documents)
keywords republican party, overflow, senate

documents d4267: Racial Politics Churn Miss. GOP Senate Runoff. 2014-06-23 17:10:20
. . .

Figure 4: Three clusters of C2010 resulting from the document clustering task on W2010

6. Topic assimilation task

The assimilation task has the goal to recognize links and trends between the
topics Ti discovered in the bootstrapping cycle Bi with respect to the topics
Ti−1 emerged in the previous bootstrapping cycle Bi−1. A link is established
between a topic Ta ∈ Ti and a topic Tb ∈ Ti−1 to represent a similarity re-
lationship between two topics emerged in contiguous time windows. A trend
is established between a pair of liked topics Ta ∈ Ti and Tb ∈ Ti−1 to rep-
resent that the argument described by the topic has gained/lost attention in
contiguous time windows. Assimilation is performed through topic similarity
and topic specificity measures. In particular, topic similarity identifies pairs of
semantically-related topics across contiguous time windows based on their (pos-
sibly large) set of common keywords. Topic specificity evaluates how much a
topic can be “featuring” for a time window by considering the frequency of all
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T1: run, clinton, political campaign, 
hillary clinton, white house

cl80

cl01
cl32

cl14
cl35

cl61

T2: democrats, kansas, senate, ballot, 
court, republican party, overflow

Legend

Cluster
Inter-cluster 
similarity
Topic

Figure 5: Example of discovered topics

topic T1 (14 documents)
keywords run, clinton, political campaign, hillary clinton, white house

documents d927: Clinton Has Plenty of Reasons to Run for President. 2014-06-14
05:30:09
d458: 2016 Campaign Checklist: Hillary Clinton. 2014-06-10 19:30:21
d5279: Clinton White House Lawyer Named Top Obama Counsel. 2014-04-
21 15:24:46
. . .

topic T2 (9 documents)
keywords democrats, kansas, senate, ballot, court, republican party, overflow

documents d781: Kansas Court: Remove Democrat From Senate Ballot. 2014-09-18
17:40:31
d754: Court Says Kansas Democrats Don’t Have to Run Senate Candidate.
2014-10-01 15:12:30
d4267: Racial Politics Churn Miss. GOP Senate Runoff. 2014-06-23 17:10:20
. . .

Figure 6: Example of topic T1 and T2 representing information about Clinton’s campaign for
the White House and Senate elections, respectively

the topic keywords over two contiguous time windows.

Definition 2 (Topic similarity). Given two topics Ta ∈ Ti and Tb ∈ Ti−1,
topic similarity measure σT (KTa ,KTb

) corresponds to the Jaccard similarity
coefficient over the topic keyword-sets KTa and KTb

.

Definition 3 (Topic specificity). Given a topic Ta ∈ Ti, its specificity degree
ψ(Ta | Ti−1) with respect to the overall topics of Ti−1∪Ti is computed as follows:

ψ(Ta | Ti−1) =

|KTa |∑
h=1

f(kh)− f∗(kh)√
f∗(kh)

where kh ∈ KTa
is a keyword in the set of topic keywords of KTa

, f(kh) is the

frequency of kh in the set of keywords occurring in
⋃r=|Ti|
r=1 KTr with Tr ∈ Ti,

and f∗(kh) is the frequency of kh in the whole set of keywords occurring in⋃r=|Ti∪Ti−1|
r=1 KTr

with Tr ∈ Ti ∪ Ti−1.
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For topic assimilation, topic specificity is computed for each topic Ta ∈ Ti
and Tb ∈ Ti−1. In particular, ψ(Ta | Ti−1) is computed by considering the fre-
quency of topic keywords of KTa

with respect to topic keywords of Ti over topic
keywords of Ti ∪ Ti−1. Analogously, ψ(Tb | Ti) is computed by considering the
frequency of topic keywords of KTb

with respect to topic keywords of Ti−1 over
topic keywords of Ti ∪ Ti−1.

A topic Ta ∈ Ti is linked to a topic Tb ∈ Ti−1 according to appropriate as-
similation operations based on the resulting topic similarity and topic specificity
values as described in the following.

6.1. Assimilation of similar topics

Consider a pair of similar topics Ta ∈ Ti and Tb ∈ Ti−1, σT (Ta, Tb) > 0.
The following assimilation operations are defined based on the value of topic
specificity (see the summary table of assimilation rules shown in Figure 7).

σT (Ta, Tb) > 0 ψ(Ta | Ti−1) > 0 ψ(Ta | Ti−1) ≤ 0

ψ(Tb | Ti) > 0 (Ta ↔ Tb)
↑ (Tb → Ta)↘

ψ(Tb | Ti) ≤ 0 (Tb → Ta)↗ Ta∗, Tb∗

Figure 7: Assimilation rules for similar topics

Topic merging. When both ψ(Ta | Ti−1) > 0 and ψ(Tb | Ti) > 0, the topics
Ta and Tb are considered as “featuring” with respect to the topics discovered in
their respective time windows. The two topics are merged (denoted as Ta ↔ Tb).
The resulting topic contains the document of both Ta and Tb (DTa

∪DTb
) and

the topic keyword-set is defined as KTa
∪KTb

. Moreover, the resulting topic is
associated with a high-specificity mark (denoted as ↑) in both the time windows
Wi−1 and Wi. The specificity of the merged topic Ta ↔ Tb corresponds to
ψ(Ta | Ti−1) + ψ(Tb | Ti).

Topic linking. When ψ(Ta | Ti−1) > 0 and ψ(Tb | Ti) ≤ 0, the topic Ta
is considered as “featuring” for the time window Wi, while the topic Tb is
considered as “non-featuring” for the time window Wi−1. This is the case of a
topic that gains attention moving from the time window Wi−1 to time window
Wi. The two topics are connected through an uplink (denoted as Tb → T↗a ). In
the opposite situation (i.e., ψ(Ta | Ti−1) ≤ 0 and ψ(Tb | Ti) > 0), we are dealing
with a topic that loses attention moving from the time window Wi−1 to time
window Wi. In this case, the two topics are connected through an downlink
(denoted as Tb → T↘a ).

Topic pruning. When both ψ(Ta | Ti−1) ≤ 0 and ψ(Tb | Ti) ≤ 0, the topics Ta
and Tb are considered as “non-featuring” with respect to the topics discovered
in their respective time windows. The two topics are marked to be discarded
(denoted as Ta∗, Tb∗). Marked topics marked are maintained in the set of
available topics until the periodic execution of garbage collection definitively
removes them (see Section 7).
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topic T45 (14 documents)
keywords attack, voter, clinton, political campaign, hampshire

documents d291: Clinton Campaign Starts 5-Point Attack on Obama 2008-02-26
00:00:00
d211: Clinton Is Out $13 Million She Lent Campaign 2008-12-23 00:00:00
d146: Clintons Campaign 2007-10-13 00:00:00
. . .

Figure 8: Example of topic T45 discovered in W2005

Example. Consider the topic T1 shown in Figure 6 about Clinton’s campaign
that has been discovered in W2010 and a topic T45 shown in Figure 8 that has
been discovered in W2005. The topics T1 and T45 are similar (σT (KT1 ,KT45) =
0.2 > 0). Topic specificity is ψ(T1 | T2005) = −0.014 and ψ(T45 | T2010) = 0.007.
This means that T1 is losing attention from W2005 to W2010. According to the
assimilation rules, T1 and T45 are connected through a downlink (T45 → T↘1 ).

6.2. Assimilation of new topics

A new topic Ta ∈ Ti is a topic about an emerging argument for which
a similar topic does not exists in previous bootstrapping cycles, @Tb ∈ Ti−1 |
σT (Ta, Tb) > 0. Two different operations are possible based on the value of topic
specificity ψ(Ta | Ti−1). If ψ(Ta | Ti−1) > 0, the topic Ta is associated with a
high-specificity mark ↑ to denote that Ta can be considered as a “featuring”
topic for the time window Wi. On the opposite, if ψ(Ta | Ti−1) ≤ 0, the topic
Ta is marked to be discarded (Ta∗) to denote that Ta can be considered as a
“non-featuring” topic of the time window Wi.

7. Exploratory analysis framework

The goal of exploratory analysis is twofold. On one side we aim at supporting
thematic analysis and topic expansion techniques by analyzing topic keywords.
The focus is on getting information on topics within a given time window. On
the other side, we aim at supporting temporal analysis and trend discovery for
studying topic dynamics and evolution across different time windows. Topic(s)
of interest for exploratory analysis can be retrieved through the topic filtering
operator φ(K, s, e) defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Topic filtering). Given a time interval of interest, specified by
the starting time s and the ending time e, and a set K of keywords of interest,
topic filtering φ(K, [s, e]) returns all the topics Tk with time window Wi such
that K ∩KTk

6= ∅ and s ≤ i+ δ ∨ e ≥ i.

In other terms, the filtering operator returns an ordered list of topics that
are associated with at least one of the keywords in K whose time window has
a non-empty overlap with the time interval [s, e]. Retrieved topics are listed by
decreasing order of specificity value ψ(Tk | Ti) and grouped by time window.
On each retrieved topic, the user can select the analysis to be performed, either
thematic or temporal.
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T21

-0.002

clinton, state, agenda, president

2014-06-14 05:30:09
Clinton Has Plenty of Reasons to Run for President

2010-04-04 00:00:00
Is President Obama Fulfilling Clinton’s Promise?

...

T1

-0.014

run, political campaign, hillary clinton, 
white house, ...

2014-05-02 04:44:52
2016 Campaign Checklist: Hillary Clinton.

...

20
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0
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flag maneuver, clinton, hillary clinton, 
politics, ...

2005-12-09 00:00:00
Senator Clinton's Flag Maneuver

...

T45
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attack, voter, clinton, political campaign, 
hampshire

2008-02-26 00:00:00
Clinton Campaign Starts 5-Point Attack on Obama

...
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thematic analysis temporal analysis

thematic analysis temporal analysis

thematic analysis temporal analysis

thematic analysis temporal analysis

Figure 9: Example of topics retrieved by the filtering operation φ({clinton, white house},
[2005, 2015])

Example. As an example of topic filtering, we execute the search φ({clinton,
white house}, [2005, 2015]) to retrieve topics referring to Clinton or the White
House in the time interval [2005-2015]. A portion of the retrieved topics ordered
by decreasing specificity and grouped by time windows is shown in Figure 9.

7.1. Thematic analysis and topic expansion

Thematic analysis and topic expansion focuses on analyzing keyword distri-
butions and it is based on the keyword correlation measure defined as follows.

Definition 5 (Keyword correlation). Given a time window Wi, the corre-
lation of any pair of topic keywords (kn, km) is calculated as follows:

κ(kn, km) =| {Tj ∈ Ti : kn ∈ KTj
∧ km ∈ KTj

} |,

where Ti denote the set of topics discovered in the time window Wi.

Given a retrieved topic Tk, keyword correlation provides analytical statistics
about the correlation of keywords in all the topics Ti that have been discovered
in the same time windowWi associated with Tk. We exploit keyword correlation
in order to build a correlation graph G+i where nodes represent keywords and
labeled edges represent correlations with the corresponding degree of correlation.
On top of the correlation graph, we calculate also a ranking of keywords of the
time window Wi according to their closeness centrality. Given n as the number
of keywords (i.e., nodes) in G+i , closeness centrality is defined as the reciprocal
of the sum of the shortest path distances from a keyword kj to all n-1 other
nodes, normalized by the sum of minimum possible distances n− 1.

Example. As an example of thematic analysis of topic T1 withW2010, we con-
sider all the topics T2010 discovered in the time windowW2010. In Figure 10, we
show the resulting correlation graph where for the sake of readability we high-
light only the keywords of the topic T1 shown in Figure 6. Moreover, Figure 10
reports also a portion of the ranking of keywords of the time window W2010

according to their decreasing order of centrality, where T1 keywords are in bold.
Keyword correlation graph can be exploited also to expand Tk in order to

show potentially interesting relations of Tk with other topics in Ti.

Definition 6 (Topic expansion). Given a topic Tk of Ti, we define topic ex-
pansion T+

k as the set of topics having at least one keyword directly connected
with at least one keyword of KTk

in the keyword correlation graph G+i , such
that:
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Keyword correlation for T1 Keywords centrality for W2010

president 0.61
politics 0.585

... ...
political campaign 0.56

... ...
white house 0.56

run 0.513
... ...

clinton 0.437
... ...

election 0.337
... ...

hillary clinton 0.295
scandal 0.29

... ...

Figure 10: Thematic analysis of topic T1

T+
k = {Tj : ∃kn ∈ KTj

, kn ∈ K+
Tk
}.

The topic expansion T+
k is the set of topics that have at least one keyword

directly correlated with at least one of the keywords of Tk.

Example. The topic expansion T+
1 of topic T1 is graphically shown in Figure 11.

hillary clinton

white house

political campaign

clinton

run

negotiation

budget

spending

...

senate

united states government
...

web site

american

president

...

agenda

algeria

governor

mayor

TOPIC T1
TOPIC T45

TOPIC T48

TOPIC T50

TOPIC T39

Figure 11: Graphical representation of topic expansion T+
1

Figure 11 shows an example of how topic expansion can be used to improve
the understanding of a topic of interest by analyzing its direct context.
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7.2. Temporal analysis and trend discovery

Temporal analysis aims at supporting users in analyzing the evolution and
trends of topics in time. To this end, we exploit the links between topics of
different time windows resulting from the assimilation task (see Section 6) to
build the directed topic link graph GL whose nodes denote topics and edges
denote links between topics. Given a topic Tk of the time window Wi, Tk can
be linked to one or more topics of the previous window and to one or more
topics of the subsequent window, depending on the topic similarity measure.
Topic evolution is formalized through the notion of topic trend.

Definition 7 (Topic trend). Given a topic Tk, the topic trend
−→
Tk represents

the evolution of Tk in previous time periods (backward path) and/or in subse-
quent time periods (forward path), according to topic links recognized during
the assimilation task. Moreover, topic trend shows the degree of specificity of
the topic in each time period.

In Figure 13, we show the trend of topic T1 from W2010 back. In the trend
graph: nodes correspond to the topics that was linked to T1 in that time window;
each topic is collocated in the graph according to its relative degree of specificity
with respect to the previous and subsequent topics; the size of each topic is
proportional to the number of documents therein contained. In analyzing the
trend, the user can see the “invariants” and “variants” keyword portions of the
topic over time, by looking at the keywords permanence and disappearance in
the different periods. What emerges from the analysis of T1 trend for instance
is a cross-temporal topic related to the name of Clintons, which changes its
meaning in different periods of time, due to the fact that it is associated with
different events reported by the New York Time.

government, president, 
white house, south korea, ...

run, political campaign, 
hillary clinton, 
white house, ...

president, 
white house,
democrat, ...

recession, 
white house,
popularity, deficit,
nixon, ...

rwanda, liberia, ...

T1

Figure 12: Example of trend for topic T1

Given a topic Tk,
−→
Tk is constructed by recursively visiting the topic link

graph GL in order to calculate the backward path
←−
P (Tk) and the forward path

−→
P (Tk) of a topic Tk.

Definition 8 (Backward path). The backward path
←−
P (Tk) = 〈T0 → T1 →

. . .→ Tn〉 is defined as a path in GL such that:

Wj ≤Wj+1,∀ Tj , Tj+1 ∈
←−
P (Tk)
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n⋂
v=1

KTv : Tv ∈
←−
P (Tk) 6= ∅

Definition 9 (Forward path). The forward path
−→
P (Tk) = 〈T0 → T1 →

. . .→ Tn〉 is defined as a path in GL such that:

Wj ≥Wj+1,∀ Tj , Tj+1 ∈
−→
P (Tk)

n⋂
v=1

KTv
: Tv ∈

−→
P (Tk) 6= ∅

In particular, the topic trend
−→
Tk of a topic Tk is constructed according to

the following procedure. We first construct the backward path
←−
P (Tk) by taking

into account all the neighbors Tj of Tk in GL such that WTj < WTk
and we

calculate KTj
∩KTk

. If KTj
∩KTk

6= ∅, we insert Tj in the backward path of Tk
and we associate Tj with the new set of keywords KTj

∩KTk
. The graph visit is

recursively started from Tj until no more neighbor topics Tn are found or when
KTn ∩KTn−1 = ∅. The same procedure is then applied to construct the forward

path
−→
P (Tk), by recursively visiting the neighbors Tj of Tk such that Wj >Wk.

Finally, we sort
←−
P (Tk) and

−→
P (Tk) in increasing order of time and we join the

two paths on Tk to compose the topic trend
−→
Tk:

−→
Tk = 〈←−P (Tk), Tk,

−→
P (Tk)〉

Example. As an example of topic trend construction, we take into account
the topic T1 of Figure 6. Since T1 has been discovered in the last window of
the stream (i.e., W2010), the trend is composed only by the backward path. In
Figure 13, we graphically show the procedure of trend construction.

T1

run, political campaign, 
hillary clinton, 
white house, ...

T45

attack, voter, clinton, 
political campaign, 
hampshire

K45 = K45  ∩ K1  = 
= {clinton, political campaign}T125

clinton, center, 
museum, american, ...

K125 = K125  ∩ K45  =
= {clinton}

T262 ...

clinton, bill clinton, ...

K262 = K262  ∩ K...  = 
= {clinton}

1990-1995 ... 2000-2005 2005-2010 2010-2015

T71

government, president, iran, sanction, 
white house, south korea, ...

K71 = K71  ∩ K1  = 
= {white house}T148

rwanda, liberia, 
white house, democracy, ...

K148 = K148  ∩ K71  = 
= {white house}

...T297

1970-1975 ...

...T497...

...

president, 
white house,
democrat, ...

K297 = K297  ∩ K...  = 
= {white house}

recession, 
white house,
popularity, deficit,
nixon, ...

K497 = K497  ∩ K...  = 
= {white house}

Figure 13: Graphical representation of the trend construction process

The backward path of T1 is composed by two chains of topics corresponding
to different “invariant” parts, one deriving from the keyword ‘clinton’ and the
other from ‘white house’ (which is reported in Figure 12). As expected, the chain
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deriving from ‘white house’ produces a more persistent and longer backward
path, because the term ‘white house’ has a longer history than ‘clinton’ in the
US politics.

7.3. Application scenarios and issues

The HCf+ approach on topic discovery in textual data streams can be ap-
plied to different types of textual data streams in different application scenarios.
The main applicability issues are related to bootstrapping frequency, keyword
management, and topic maintenance.

Bootstrapping frequency. A crucial parameter for supporting different pro-
cessing needs for different kinds of textual data streams is the size of the time
window triggering the bootstrapping cycle. Different window sizes should be
adopted and the size of the window should be modified over time, for instance
to model the fact that a certain size could have a different meaning in different
time periods. We note that our bootstrapping cycles are completely independent
because topics are compared only after the clustering phase. As a consequence,
it is possible to set time windows of different sizes for different bootstrapping
cycles. In particular, we envisage two main scenarios.

Historical analysis. This scenario is suitable when the user is interested in ana-
lyzing an entire document flow that has been collected during a (possibly long)
period of time, like for instance a document flow acquired since a certain date
from document archives, newspaper collections, online news databases. The goal
is to explore the evolution of topics over time, such as for studying popularity
trends, for mining opinions, or for studying the evolution of ideas in different
historical periods. Time is the criterion for recognizing different kinds of topics,
like for example “spot” topics, that are relevant only for a limited period of
time, or “persistent” topics, that are recurring in different time periods. In the
historical analysis scenario, it is typical to choose a large time window (e.g., one
or more years) to collect enough data for a significative trend analysis.

Up-to-date analysis. This scenario is suitable for instantly/continuously mon-
itoring one or more document flows, like for instance Twitter timelines, email
Inboxes, newspaper web sites. The goal is to get the so-called “hot” topics,
namely topics that are fresh in terms of novelty and well-known in terms of
popularity. Here, the availability of analysis techniques dealing with time is
crucial since the user is interested in discriminating new topics from those al-
ready discovered in the past. In the up-to-date analysis scenario, it is typical
to choose a small time window (e.g., hours up to one day) to have a frequent
update of analysis results.

Keyword management. Document keywords are the core element of the
overall bootstrapping process. A design choice of the bootstrapping approach
has been to rely only on automatically extracted keywords, from the initial doc-
ument indexing stage until the final topic discovery and assimilation stages. For
this reason, we rely on standard and consolidated text analysis techniques for
indexing documents in the data stream. Such keywords are then used to label
similarity clusters and topics according to a keyword-set formation procedure
which is always automated (i.e., keyword intersection or keyword union oper-
ations). This choice of working only on keywords extracted from the textual
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data stream is important to make the approach applicable to multiple kinds
of textual data streams and to enable a fully automated topic discovery pro-
cedure. User-supplied keywords would be more expressive but would require
an interactive bootstrapping which is not suitable for managing data streams,
especially when frequent updates of topics are needed or large document chunks
are involved.

Topic maintenance. In both the scenarios, we accumulate a new set of topics
after each bootstrapping cycle. Besides topics that are linked with other topics
of the previous and/or subsequent window originating topic trends, non-linked
topics marked for elimination in the topic assimilation stage need periodic main-
tenance. It is important not to purge a marked topic immediately after its cor-
responding bootstrapping cycles Bi because it may be linked with other topics
in subsequent cycle Bi+δ. For topic maintenance, we adopt a periodic “garbage
collection” mechanism. Besides marked topics, garbage collection deletes also
topics which are old and not very specific as well as those that are part of very
short and not specific trends.

8. Experimental results

The evaluation of the proposed approach aims at demonstrating its effective-
ness by focusing on scalability and performance evaluation of HCf+ and on the
quality of generated clusters, topics, and trends with respect to a gold standard.
In fact, we observe that the core algorithm influencing the effectiveness and com-
plexity of proposed bootstrapping approach is the clustering algorithm HCf+,
since natural language processing stuff is a pre-processing step on documents
performed with standard library routines. A formal description of HCf+ and
related complexity issues has been discussed in [21]. In the following, we focus
on the time and scalability analysis of our clustering techniques for topic dis-
covery and we select as benchmark the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and
the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP), the two commonly employed topic
modeling techniques. Motivations for this choice are related to the fact that
our approach performs clustering with two capabilities that are typical of topic
modeling techniques, namely, i) a mechanism for associating descriptive labels
to topics and ii) a soft assignment of documents to topics in order to manage
multi-topic documents.

8.1. Experimental set up

Our evaluation has been run on top of the NYT dataset presented in Table 4.
To set the ground truth, we use the thematic tags directly provided by the New
York Times for each article. In particular, given a time window Wi of size δ =
5 years, we collected the NYT articles that have been published in Wi and we
created a reference ground truth R(Wi) by grouping together all the documents
that have at least one tag in common. In such a way, R(Wi) contains groups
of thematically similar documents (called from now on document categories).
Document categories constitute the gold standard against which we compare
resulting document clusters and topics produced by our bootstrapping process
for quality evaluation purposes. The clustering and topic discovering techniques
presented in Section 4 have been implemented with the Python programming
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language and the evaluation has been run on a Workstation Intel(R) Xeon(R)
3.60GHz with 16Gb RAM running Linux. For the comparison against LDA
and HDP, we exploited the Python gensim3 library, which provides a standard
implementation of the online inference for LDA [18] and HDP. This library has
been chosen because it is based on the same programming language used for
implementing our approach and also because it provides an incremental version
of LDA suitable to deal with data streams (see Section 2 for further details). For
evaluation, we set a minimum threshold of similarity equal to 0.4 for clustering
documents to ensure highly homogeneous clusters. LDA has been configured
for discovering 400 topics and running 1000 iterations (HDP does not require
to set a predefined number of topics in the configuration phase).

8.2. Time and scalability evaluation

In order to measure the time of computation, we executed our bootstrapping
process over the NYT dataset from 1900 to 2015 with time windows of five years.
We measured the three main computations of the bootstrapping process, namely
matching, in which we evaluate document similarity, document clustering, in
which we execute the HCf+ clustering algorithm for document aggregation, and
topic discovery, in which we aggregate clusters to derive topics. In Figure 14, we
report the average time of computation required by each computation, compared
with the number of documents processed in each time window.

Figure 14: Time required by each bootstrapping computation

We note that matching is the most expensive computation, while document
clustering and topic discovery are always faster than matching. As expected,
all the three computations depend on the number of documents composing the
document chunk in different time windows. In particular, document clustering

3https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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and topic discovery require a total time varying from less than 1s to a maxi-
mum of 3s with about 18.000 documents. The average time is about 5s for the
matching phase, about 0.4s for document clustering, and about 0.6s for topic
clustering.

In Figure 15, we compare our HCf+ algorithm with the LDA and HDP
algorithms. The incremental execution of LDA/HDP on the whole NYT dataset
would produce a single topic model for the entire document collection, resulting
in topics that mix documents of different time windows. In order to avoid this
and to keep LDA/HDP comparable with our approach, we executed LDA/HDP
separately for each time window of the example.

Figure 15: Comparison of our approach with LDA and HDP

We note that our approach outperforms LDA and HDP in all the cases.
The average time of computation is about 6s for our approach versus about 24s
for LDA and 36s for HDP. The better performance of our approach is mainly
due to the fact that clustering operates only on the pairs of documents that
have a similarity value higher than the threshold. Documents that are not
similar and do not contain common keywords are never compared directly and
can be clustered together only when two clusters are merged in the clustering
aggregation phase. On the contrary, topic modeling requires to compute the
complete distribution of documents and keywords over topics and only after
that a threshold-based mechanism can be enforced in order to determine the
assignment of documents and keywords to topics.

Scalability. In order to support the exploration of textual data streams acquired
from multiple datasources and/or with a high frequency of new document pro-
duction, it is crucial to scale well when the document chunk size (i.e., the number
of documents per time window) becomes large. In order to measure the scal-
ability of our approach, we executed the matching, document clustering and
topic discovery computations on document chunks of variable size on the NYT

dataset, by processing an increasing number of documents ranging from few
thousands to over 180.000, as shown in Figure 16.

We note that document and topic clustering are not affected by the in-
creasing number of documents, mainly because the number of pairs of similar
documents that are candidate to be clustered does not increases as the num-
ber of document increases. On the opposite, the matching phase grows linearly
with respect to the number of documents. However, the comparison with LDA
and HDP shows that our approach has a remarkably slower growing rate than
LDA/HDP. As in the previous experiment, in our approach the matching phase
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Figure 16: Scalability of our approach with respect to LDA and HDP

discriminates among documents and pre-selects the pairs of documents candi-
date for matching, while in LDA/HDP the distribution over topics has to be
computed for all the documents in the chunk.

8.3. Quality of clusters and topics

For the evaluation of quality of clusters and topics, we compared the results
of HCf+ against document categories of the ground truth. The comparison
includes also the evaluation of quality of topics calculated with LDA/HDP. We
aim at evaluating two crucial capabilities of HCf+: i) clustering documents
consistently with the ground truth, which means that documents classified in
the same category of the ground truth should be grouped in the same HCf+

cluster and, conversely, documents that belong to different categories in the
ground truth should belong to different HCf+ clusters; ii) labeling topics with
right keywords, which means that the keywords associated with a topic should
correspond to the NYT tags of the topic documents in the ground truth. In order
to achieve these goals, we exploited two different measures of quality, namely
the Rand coefficient [22] and the keyword quality coefficient.

Rand coefficient. Rand coefficient is based on the idea to analyze pairs of docu-
ments and their placement in clusters and categories. In particular, we calculate
four statistics: i) TT , the number of document pairs appearing in the same cat-
egory and HCf+ cluster; ii) TF , the number of document pairs appearing in
the same category but in different HCf+ clusters; iii) FT , the number of doc-
ument pairs appearing in the same HCf+ cluster but different categories; iv)
FF , the number of document pairs appearing in different HCf+ clusters and
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categories. In other words, TT + FF is the number of documents that have
been grouped consistently in the ground truth and in the HCf+ cluster set,
while TF +FT is the number of documents that have been grouped differently
in the ground truth and the HCf+ cluster set. According to these statistics,
the Rand coefficient is calculated as the fraction of consistent results over the
total number of results:

rand(Ci) =
TT + FF

TT + TF + FT + FF

The average results of the evaluation of HCf+ and LDA/HDP clusters4 with
respect to the ground truth in all the time windows from 1900 to 2015 are shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Quality of clusters and LDA/HDP topics according to Rand coefficient

Figure 17 shows that Rand coefficient results are very similar forHCf+, LDA
and HDP. However, we reported also statistics about the fraction of document
pairs per cluster (i.e., TT) that appear in the same ground truth category as
a measure of precision of HCf+ clusters and LDA/HDP topics. This statistics
shows that our clustering approach performs better in terms of precision with
respect to LDA and HDP. The interpretation of this result is that the clusters
created by HCf+ are based on the keywords that documents have in common.
This produces highly homogeneous clusters and, as a consequence, increase the
precision of the approach. LDA/HDP topics are instead less homogeneous be-
cause are based on latent terminological relations between documents, resulting
in a higher recall but a lower precision.

Keyword quality. For evaluation of the keyword quality we measure how much
topic keywords match the tags of the ground truth documents. In particular,
keyword quality of a topic is the fraction of the topic keywords that correspond
to the tags of the topic documents in the ground truth. In HCf+, keywords are
intrinsically produced by the clustering mechanism. In case of LDA and HDP,
keywords have been produced by exploiting the techniques described in [23].
Given a set of topics Ti, keyword quality kq(Ti) is calculated as follows:

4In the topic modeling terminology, topic denotes the set of similar documents that are
grouped because they refer to the same topic.
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kq(Ti) =

|Ti|∑
i=1

| KTi
∩
|Ti|⋃
j=1

tags(dj ∈ Ti) | / | KTi
|

| Ti |
,

where KTi
denotes the keywords describing a topic Ti, and tags(dj ∈ Ti) is the

set of tags provided by the New York Times for a document dj ∈ Ti.

Figure 18: Keyword quality results

The average keyword quality of HCf+ and LDA/HDP for all the time win-
dows from 1900 to 2015 is shown in Figure 18. The results show that HCf+

topics are associated with good quality keywords, corresponding to NYT tags in
about 40% of the cases. In particular, the quality of HCf+ topic keywords dou-
bles the quality of keywords provided by LDA/HDP. This result is motivated
by the fact that HCf+ privileges the keywords that documents have in common
as labels for topics, which is a criterion that corresponds in many cases to the
criterion used by NYT editors for labeling documents.

8.4. Trend evaluation

For evaluating the quality of trends discovered among topics, we start from
the consideration that our trends are a mere consequence of the relative rel-
evance of topics of a time window Wi and the relative relevance of topics in
the previous and subsequent windows Wi−1 and Wi+1. In particular, having
three time windows Wi−1, Wi, and Wi+1, if the ranking of topics by relevance
in Wi−1, Wi, and Wi+1 is correct with respect to the gold standard, then the
trend from Wi−1 to Wi+1 is also correct. According to this observation, we
measured the degree of correlation between the ranking of topic relevance dis-
covered by our approach and the ranking of relevance of the corresponding NYT
categories, measured in terms of number of documents per category. In order
to measure the ranking correlation, we exploited the Kendall correlation coef-
ficient, which provides a measure of correlation in the interval [−1; +1], with
−1 denoting a perfect disagreement between the two rankings, +1 denoting a
perfect agreement, and 0 denoting independence between the two rankings. The
degree of ranking correlation in the time windows from 1900 to 2015 is shown
in Figure 19.

We obtained an average correlation of 0.46, which represents a good corre-
lation between the relative relevance of topics discovered by our approach and
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Figure 19: Degree of ranking correlation for topic relevance in the period 1900-2015

the relative relevance of NYT categories in the considered time period. As a
consequence, we can conclude that the results of trend evaluation are good,
especially for consecutive time windows characterized by a high degree of cor-
relation. This is due to the fact that in our approach we measure the relevance
of a topic by measuring how much labels of that topic are specifically used in
that time window with respect to the previous time window. Figure 19 shows
that this approach is coherent with the distribution in time of the number of
occurrences of the NYT tags.

9. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we presented a bootstrapping process based on the HCf+

clustering algorithm for exploratory analysis of textual data streams. The top-
ics used for thematic and temporal analysis of documents are obtained through
a sequential execution of document clustering, topic discovery, and topic as-
similation tasks for each bootstrapping cycle and associated document chunk.
Scalability tests show that HCf+ can support high-frequent and large textual
data streams by providing good quality clusters and keywords even when the
size of document chunks to be processed in a single bootstrapping cycle is high
(less than 20s are required from processing about 180.000 documents as shown
in Figure 16). Evaluation results show that hierarchical unsupervised cluster-
ing is a valid approach to topic-based document classification and analysis of
textual data streams. In future work, we plan to further extend the evaluation
by taking into account a more structured solution for time window setup and
modification in relation, for example, to the time period to be analyzed, in order
to test different window sizes and related document chunk dimensions.
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Appendix A.

Notation Description

(dj , tj) Document dj incoming at time tj
S = 〈(d0, t0), (d1, t1), . . .〉 A textual data stream of incoming documents

Bi The i-th bootstrapping cycle
Wi The time window triggering Bi

Di The document chunk processed in Bi

Kdj The keyword set featuring a document dj
σd(Ka,Kb) Similarity coefficient between two sets of document keywords
σcl(Ka,Kb) Similarity coefficient between two sets of cluster keywords
σT (Ka,Kb) Similarity coefficient between two sets of topic keywords

σMi Similarity matrix for the bootstrapping cycle Bi

κMi Keyword matrix for the bootstrapping cycle Bi

Ci Cluster set discovered in the bootstrapping cycle Bi

clk = (Kclk , Dclk ,Wi) A cluster belonging to Ci
Ti Topic set discovered in the bootstrapping cycle Bi

Th = (KTh , DTh ,Wi) A topic belonging to Ti
ψ(Th | Ti−1) Specificity of topic Th with respect to the overall topics of

Ti−1 ∪ Ti
φ(K, [s, e]) Topic filtering operator
κ(kn, km) Correlation of keywords kn and km

G+i Keyword correlation graph for the time window W〉
T+
k Topic expansion for topic Tk

GL Topic link graph
−→
Tk Topic trend for topic Tk←−

P (Tk),
−→
P (Tk) Backward and forward paths of topic Tk, respectively

rand(Ci) Rand coefficient for the cluster set Ci with respect to the
evaluation ground truth

kq(Ti) Keyword quality for the cluster set Ci with respect to the
evaluation ground truth
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